
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF BANKS

This research performs an empirical study on the performance evaluation of Iranian banking industry through CAMELS
framework. The research method is.

Calculated by dividing a company's annual earnings by its total assets, ROA is displayed as a percentage.
Based on this example, the first company is better at converting its investment into profit. Strong earnings and
profitability profile of banks reflects the ability to support present and future operations. In effect,
management rating is just an amalgam of performance in the above-mentioned areas. Furthermore, given the
qualitative nature of management, it is difficult to judge its soundness just by looking at financial accounts of
the banks. When you really think about it, management's most important job is to make wise choices in
allocating its resources. The assets of the company are comprised of both debt and equity. In addition, it also
helps to support present and future operations of the institutions. Earnings and profitability, the prime source
of increase in capital base, is examined with regards to interest rate policies and adequacy of provisioning.
Sound management is key to bank performance but is difficult to measure. Nevertheless, total expenditure to
total income and operating expense to total expense helps in gauging the management quality of the banking
institutions. It is the first study in Libya which involves three major Libyan banks The aim of the study is to
realise the fitness of applying the measurement methods in the evaluation of banks performance to Sahara
Bank, Gumhouria Bank and the Al-Umma Bank and the objectives are to: recognise dimensions of the
measurement methods with the strongest impact on the level of the evaluation of banks performance, try to
identify the financial performance assessment of the banks and the indicators used in the criteria, interpretation
and knowledge of trends and developments and recent studies in this area, clarify that the indicators and
methods in one of the financial and economic institutions have a very important impact in improving the
performance and efficiency and develop conceptual framework for the measurement methods in the evaluation
of banks performance in a Libyan banking sector context, employs from Arab and Western literature and the
findings of the study. The ratio of non-interest expenditures to total assets MGNT can be one of the measures
to assess the working of the management. More specifically, this determines the capacity to absorb losses,
finance its expansion, pay dividends to its shareholders, and build up an adequate level of capital. Both of
these types of financing are used to fund the operations of the company. Almontasr Abstract: The study
focuses on the measurement methods in the evaluation of banks performance in a Libyan context. Sometimes
this is referred to as "return on investment". Although different indicators are used to serve the purpose, the
best and most widely used indicator is Return on Assets ROA. The ROA figure gives investors an idea of how
effectively the company is converting the money it has to invest into net income. Management of financial
institution is generally evaluated in terms of capital adequacy, asset quality, earnings and profitability,
liquidity and risk sensitivity ratings. In addition, performance evaluation includes compliance with set norms,
ability to plan and react to changing circumstances, technical competence, leadership and administrative
ability. Chronically unprofitable financial institutions risk insolvency. ROA tells what earnings were generated
from invested capital assets. This variable, which includes a variety of expenses, such as payroll, workers
compensation and training investment, reflects the management policy stance. The single best indicator used
to gauge earning is the Return on Assets ROA , which is net income after taxes to total asset ratio. It is
primarily a qualitative factor applicable to individual institutions. Being front line of defense against erosion
of capital base from losses, the need for high earnings and profitability can hardly be overemphasized. ROA
for public companies can vary substantially and will be highly dependent on the industry. The higher the ROA
number, the better, because the company is earning more money on less investment. ROA gives an idea as to
how efficient management is at using its assets to generate earnings. Indicators of quality of management,
however, are primarily applicable to individual institutions, and cannot be easily aggregated across the sector.
Anybody can make a profit by throwing a ton of money at a problem, but very few managers excel at making
large profits with little investment. Compared with most other indicators, trends in profitability can be more
difficult to interpret-for instance, unusually high profitability can reflect excessive risk taking. As noted above,
companies with low profit margins tend to have high asset turnover, those with high profit margins have low
asset turnover.


